MINI CEILING SYSTEM
DIMENSIONAL DATA
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 TON

5/8-11UNC Threaded Rod
for the Support and hanging of Unit
(Field Provided) 4 Places

Condenser Blower Section
(Air Cooled Only)
(Shipped Loose)

Field High Voltage
Wiring Access
(1.125ø Knockout)

Field Low Voltage
Wiring Access
(1.125ø Knockout)

Humidifier Make-Up
Water Access

Condensate Drain
(3/4" FNPT) on Bottom

CLEARANCE RECOMMENDATION OF 50º
FOR COMPONENT ACCESS

NOTE: Units for ducted outside condenser air will have a side
flange connection and solid top panel. Units must be tagged for
ducting when ordered. Otherwise, units will ship as pictured.

Data Aire Mini Ceiling System
Dimensional Data: 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 Ton